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Washington, D. C, April 26. Attorney General McReynolds today told
the supreme court that an extension
of time to July 1 for dissolving the
Pacific merUnion
ger might be greatly to the public
interest but he "emphatically" opposed an extension beyond that date
or the granting of discretionary power to the lower court to extend the
time.
The attorney general's position was
stated in a brief in reply to the request of the Union Pacific attorneys
for a modification of the mandate so
as to authorize the lower court to extend the time for submission of a
plan. The attorney general expressed no opinion on whether the supreme
court had jurisdiction to grant the extension and added:
"Among other things, such an extension, possibly may result in bringing about a state of affairs which will
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LEAVES FOR COAST
Boston,
Mass., April 20 C. C.
Kyle, who claims to represent Mr.
Borden, announced this afternoon that
Miss Borden had been found.
Kyle said that Miss Borden was a
nervous wreck and was now in the
care of friends.
One of the women who is alleged
to have been with the girl, he said,
had left the city. Kyle said that Miss
Borden was found at 1:40 o'clock this
afternoon by a detective at a private
residence in the back bay.
With the girl were two oilier girls
who are said to have been traveling
with her. According to Kyle, a wom
an who made the fourth member of
the party, had left the girls some
time before.
Miss Borden was taken by her father to the home of a friend.
Mr. Borden, it was said by Kyle, had
decided to drop a legal proceeding
that he might have contemplated. He
was in doubt whether he would return
tonight or tomorrow. This depended,
it was said, on the condition of his
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The police beers and operators. The construction through jobbers. He stated the man tion on the Vardar river. There !s chief declined to make the names of ball ring of young girls.
The investigation next week, it Is by President Wilson and Secretary of lieved that Haywood might seek to
of the clause will be left with the gov- ufacturer does not fix prices for his much rejoicing among the Greeks here these persons public.
ernor and It is expected the miners firm, nor does his firm establish fixed over the disappearance of the BulBixby, who is a millionaire banker understood, will extend to certain State Bryan" and approves the policy avoid arrest until next week, that ha
advocated by them.
cf Long Beach, Calif., and is wanted J road houses outside of the city,
may make a speech tomorrow.
will return to work next week.
prices for retail agents in California. garian troops from this city.
Pacific-Souther-

d

n

April 26. A
Washington,
comprehensive analysis of the income
tax by Representative Hull of Tennes
see, its author, featured today's gen
eral debate on the tariff in the house.
Other speakers were on the program
for discussion of the tariff itself.
Mr. Hull replied today to tuimerous
comments on provisions of the income tax. To the suggestion that it
is class legislation and a distinction
between citizens of large means and
those without particular names, he
answered that its purpose was to
reach for taxation those who have es
caped taxes and who are most able
to bear them. He declared the masses of the people were paying most of
the $312,000,000 tariff taxes and most
of the state and local taxes, save in a
few states.
"Where, then," he asked, "is the in
justice of requiring the receivers ofincomes of more than $4,000 to equalize in some measure these tax burdens by contributing less than
to the federal treasury?"
He denied that there was any sensationalism in the effects of the tax.
Washington, D. C April 2G. Rep
resentative Kahn of California, Repub
jlican, denied the contention of the
Democrats that protection was respon
sible for monopoly.
"If that be true," he said, "there
ought, to be no combinations or monopolies in free trade in England, while
tne fact remains tnai ureai uuium
with combinations
in honeycombed
and monopolies. Monopolies owe their
eMstence to man's cupidity."
Representative Green, Republican of
Iowa, attacking the Underwood bill,
declared that it would shift America's
balance of trade across the seas.
D. C,
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THE FRENCH IDEA OF ft TAILORED SUIT

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per

SATURDAY,

APRIL 26, 1913.

THE SPRING RIDING MAID

Doz.

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

3

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

II

mm

GROCERY GO
PHOITB 40.

;lf

Phone

f

The

East

Best
Route

or

Many women who would not dream
of riding astride at the city riding club
or in the parks don the cross saddle
habit for country riding, and a very

JyLi'uJ

j

-

Mortimer.)
Paris, April 26. Here Is the French
idea of a tailored suit.
The coat is the latest fashion idea
taken from the Chinese. These short
bobbed off mandarin coats, as they
are called are one of the smartest
notes of the spring season. This
saucy little jacket with its crossed ties
of Chinese embroidery,
is made of
brilliant red cloth with trimmings of
white braid and covered buttons.
(By Maybelle

SOCIETY NOTES

West

The Thirteen club met with

Mrs,

Nuding today.

For Rates and Full Information 'Address

9

P. AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

I

The Vierne's club met with Mrs.
Owen last Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Rolls gave an informal afternoon tea to some twenty ladies yes-

terday.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
1

'The West Point of the Southwest.

7

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located

u

1

i

ri i in

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOOtf, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POl, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated

cata-ogu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Sapt.

m

1 1 1 1

n

1 1

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
San Francisco Street, or at Union Depot.

fun

mini. 1""
1

The auction bridge club met last
Monday afternoon with Miss Ruth
Laughlin.
Mrs. Schumann gave an informal
party last Tuesday afternoon for her
friend, Mrs. Openheim, of Denver,
who has been her guest the past
week,

it

14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE

HAVE

COMPANY.
IT."

Phone

14.

i

ii i ii
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LIGHT

crots saddle rig is pitcured
here. Coat and breeches are of pinstriped worsted, the coat opening over
a waistcoat of striped pique and a
well-tieascot scarf. Leather puttees
are strapped above boots of the new
tan. leather, excellent for country
wear, since wit turf or muddy roads
will not stain or streak it.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHplays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

The draped skirt of white serge
material is managed most skillfully,
the pleats at the hip giving an effect beautiful picture of an Indian council
cf fullness while at the foot all this v;ln re a chief is arguing for calm aclistfullness
fades away. tion, but the sullen faces of his
miraculously
eners
discontheir
of
strongly
speak
Futtoned boots of patent leather with
tent.
grew suede tops accompany this cosThe artist has some paintings of the
tume.
A black and white parsol
life, with the brilliant sunand a
white hat lined with black velvet and shine and the blue sky, so typical of
trimmed with a brush of ostrich feath- the west, and they possess a great
ers makes this costume particularly magnetic power over every onfewho
sees them.
chic.
It is an education to see these beau- tilul works of genuine, masterly art.
an's club at which time the heads of
Those interested in art will be pleaB-eto learn that that Indefatigable
departments and standing committees
gave full and interesting reports of worker, Gerald Cassidy, the artist, has1
the year's work. Among the things been doing a good deal of very credbeing planned for are the visiting itable work since he has been in I.os
nurse, the free dispensary, study Angeles, and has gained a reputation
classes in the art and literature de- for it, both through the pictures which
partment, and a resolution has been have been exhibited and the glowing
sent to the mayor asking him to in- notices that have been published from
vestigate and remedy the abuses ex- time to time. In a recent issue of the
isting in the water supply of this city. Los Angeles Times, there appears an
On Saturday morning the reports interview and a write
up of Mr. Casof all the officers were presented to
sidy and a mention of some of his pic
the club, some changes were made in tures, under current art topics.
s
the
and the following officers
The article says in opening that Mr.
elected:
remarked that his ambition
Cassidy
Mrs. L. C. Collins, president.
was to become a painter, and a good
Miss Jessie Massie, first vice pres cne. This is a wish
that these who
ident.
were close to him on matters of art
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, second vice preshave heard him say when he was here
ident.
in Santa Fe. After reviewing his early
Mrs. W. G. Hoovor, corresponding
years and his mastery, of the
secretary.
art, of which he ranks as high
Mrs. K. W. Greene, recording secas any man in the country,
perhaps,
retary.
continues:
article
the
Mrs. Kate Hall, treasurer.
But Gerald Cassidy knows what is
Mrs. W. H. Pope, chairman art and
needed, he understands perfectly how
literature department.
Mrs. E. L. Hewett and Mrs. Addison to turn his amazing skill in draughtsmanship and in the manipulation of
Hall, directors.
Miss Flora Conrad, chairman of the color, to his own advantage as a painthome and child welfare department. er. His ambition, as he said, is to
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright and Miss Jes- become a painter. His patience, his
sie March, directors.
knowledge, his instinct and his courMrs. J. R. McFie, chairman and Mrs. age will prevail. They have already
Weltmer and Mrs. Kegel, directors of prevailed, in fact, to a great degree.
There can be no doubt that he will
the civics department.
The art and literature departments become a painter of distinction.
Proofs?
o? the Woman's club will present the
There are plenty of them
Aus in the present exhibition, which is
"Place
Shakesperian farce
Dames," or "The Ladies
Speak at largely composed of portraits and figLast," in the archaeological rooms ure studies of Indians living near
Wednesday, April 30th, at 8:30 p. m. Santa Fe, N. M. The artist has been
The play is a one act little comedy de- painting at Santa Fe for two years, and
pending for its interest on the amus- is even now building a permament
ing manner in which Shakespeare is studio there. These pictures will
Old Scotch show, I think, that he has a keen'per-ceptioquoted and misquoted.
of character, that his color is
melodies Interwoven with the play will
add an attractive feature to the pro- at once brilliant and agreeable, and
that his drawing, especially of the
gram. A social hpr will follow,

ODS, Electricity

POWER

d

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

N'

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfuliy given.

litho-grapi- c

The Fifteen club met Friday afternoon with Miss Massie, the program
being as follows: Roll call, quotations from Corra Harris: Paper,
"The American Woman according to
Corra Harris and Graham Phillips,"
by Mrs. Asplund. Discussions followed by the club members.
m m a
Mrs.'Yontz entertained the young
ladies of the high school basket ball
team last Thursday evening, at a
dancing party, about 25 of the young
people being present and the party
lasting until well Into the morning.
The occasion was prompted by the
offer made by Mrs. Yontz that she
would so entertain the young folks if
they were victorious over the Las
Vegas team. The Santa Fe team won
and received their reward.
Mrs, Frank F. Gormley entertained
on Thursday afternoon in honor of
her guest, Mrs. Katherine Miley, of
s
Boston, The invited guests were
MeS-daine-

1

You'll see:

Fancy Egg

zona, Mexico and to
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
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TWO REASONS

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PP To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
IX all points in New Mexico, Arithe Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

EUGENE FOX, " . F.

15E..,7rT.WF,r
YOUAfcr GOJNCj To
SEE WW AT IS IMTHIS

BUSTER BROWN IS COMING TO TOWN TO WORK FOR OUR
STORE. EVERY WEEK FOR A WHOLE YEAR HE WILL COME INTO
YOUR HOME AND TELL YOU ABOUT OUR
HARDWARE AND OUR
METHODS. WE HAVE ALWAYS GOT A BIG. CLEAN STOCK OF Hlftw
CLASS HARDWARE AND OUR PRICES WILL ALWAYS SAVE YOU
MUIN6Y.
WE HAVE BUT ONE METHOD TO GIVE YOU A SQUARE
DEAL.

I
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

s

i

rfailWRITORNOT.

Phone One Double 0 J.
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rar. .ww

25

I

Fancy Lump
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WHETHER. YOU LOOK.

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
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DAWSON COAL
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SAWED WOOD
Domestic Lump

i

FOR
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Wood
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Hatnple, Hayward, Hersch,
Kaune, Keefe, Frank Feefe, Leonard,
Lindhardt, McManus, J. B. McManus,
Morrison, Mulligan, Pollard, Thornton, Victory, AVoodruf, Misses Helping,
Morrison, Robinson and the little
Misses McManus.
Dainty refreshments were served by Misses Morrison, Gormley and Gertrude Gormley.

t

AMONG PAINTERS

J. H. Sharp, who Is one of America's eminent artists passed through
Santa Fe Thursday on his way to
Taos, to resume his work there, painting those Indian figures which his
and so
facile brush makes so
attractive.
Some of his last summer's work was
DECLAMATION.
oi the highest character and his paintiu
Before a few friends interested
found ready customers in the
the event the scholars of the eighth ings
scenes of
A eastern circles of art where
will
hold
school
Allison
of
the
grade
western life have become so popular
contest in declamation this afternoon. and
so much admired.
Two of his paintings are now on ex-

WOMAN'S CLUB.

The home and child's welfare department of the Woman's club held
a most appropriate meeting on Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. J. A. Rolls gave
a paper on vacation days. Mrs. Rolls'
paper dwelt on the need of changes
in the vacations of children and the
advisability of having the child's mind
profitably employed even in vacation
days. She also spoke of the need of
the mothers having some real rest
during the days generally given to
the children for recreation. She also
advocated the establishment of swimming pools.
Mrs. Alvin N. White presented a
concrete appeal for a vacation school
lu Santa Fe and the child's welfare
department have the question before
a committee at this time.
On Wednesday at 10 a. m. then
was a business meeting of the Wom- -

life-lik- e

hibition in the Academy in New York.
One of the truly great pieces of
work this artist's brush is entitled
'Grief." It Is just a single figure of ad
Indian bowed in overwhelming sorrow, but the strength of it is marvelous.
"The Broken Bow" shows a little Indian maiden watching with intent
eagerness the mending of a bow. It
attractiveis a picture of wonderful
ness and artistic finish..
"The Stoic" is a gruesome view, but
it portrays a touch of Indian life. It
is an Indian with thongs tied to the
muscles of the back, dragging the
skulls of horses over the ground as
evidence of courage and endurance.
Mr. Sharp said that It might awaken
criticism as a picture of barbaric cru
elty, but it was life.
'The Malcontents" is a strong and
5

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

lAtnf
OS I

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot

Spring is Here! "FixitShop
not have
that
Why
Upholstering
and Furniture
paired

For

of All Kinds

Repairing
head, is superb.
Done
In Metal and Wood
In "Young Chief" we have a fine
Respecimen of the modern Navajo. He
?
'GUNS, BICYCLE,
is or rather was really a chief, and
he had come to Santa Fe to see about We make Mission Furniture,
LOCK, KEY and
his daughter's schooling, when CasCounters, 5tepiad-der- s,
Shelving,
to
him
him
and
asked
sidy approached
and do all kinds
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
pose. At first he demurred, for intelof repairing.
ligent as he was, he could not rid him128 Galisteo St. Pbone 109 J
self of the superstition, almost universal among Indians, that the evil
NOVELTY WORKS.
eye follows the man who is painted or
Just Try a New Mexican Want
photographed, and that he will die
X04
within the year. Finally, however, Telephone 157 W.
ant ante returns.
SANTA FE, N. M. If you
and Cassidy
persuasion prevailed,
made the studies from which the present portrait was painted. Strange to
say, the young chief really did die
within the year!
Gerald Cassidy has not given much
HEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
attention to landscape, but the single
water color landscape he shows is eviLocal Agents for
dence that in this direction he may go
far if he chooses.
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..Subscribe for the Santa F;
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
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WATER CONDITIONS
WERE NEUER BETTER

cc nsidered and when finally approved,

Graham, San Diego,
Charles Patek, Moriarty.
0. F. Zottmami, Denver.
A. J. Strayer, El Paso.
Frank Caldwell, Austin, Texas.
Mr. and Airs. Edward ,1. Titsworlh,
New York.
W, W. McDowell, Cincinnati.
C. F. Ad Ion, Las Vegas.
H. W. Johnson, St. Louis,
H, D. Ho.vard, Denver.
J. Fielding, Las Vegas.
W. A. Gillenwater, Clovis.
Matthew Cullen, Salt Lake City.
M. A.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.

the board will advertise for bids. The
addition will be built on the east side
and will bo in harmony with the old

Miss Jim Channing

SOCIETY

Marjorie

llavilaml

Dorothy Hayward

HANDS CRACKING

.Marian

Burroughs.
Dorothy Safford
Francis
Carlsbad,
Mis Jane Cavendish. .Anna Dornian
BLEEDING
1,1
...n.il." Vina li..Miolif
u'6
"c
Mrs. Cleopatra Popp
u'""6'"
C Tracy and Scott Etterleft this
',
NOTES.
HIGH
SCHOOL
cm me grass in a nun y. riuwersaie
Gertrude Gonnley
nmnni fnr Wn.Mnrt to (tonrt
At a special meeting of the board .Mrs. .Mollie Stiles
not been
conference of water users called by coming everywhere and have
With Eczema,
Watery Blisters.',
of education held Thursday evening
'
Miriam Cartwright
the new secretary of the interior, F.BU,
and Sore. Could Not
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contracts
Disfigured
tho
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M
tho
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Lulu Krick
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Twiggs
K. Lane. He desires to get direct
Put Them in Water,
dashing of tho Sena high school Airs. Twiggs
f'ower garden,
Cuticura
lean Law
Information from the water users
of
construction
tho
for
and
building
tinder the direction of Miss Elsie
Water conditions have never been
and
Ointment
Cured.
themselves regarding actual condi-Soap
the boiler room for the heating plant. Staley.
tions in government reclamation pro-- so good in the Carlsbad project. The
Quite an improvement is being-madmeet
afterthis
The
held
track
been
and
have
reservoirs
enlarged
Friday
St. Clnlr, Mo. "My trouhlo begun about
jects,
on tho tennis courts under the noon ended with tho
to overflowing.
There is
nrtri'n yeursnijn. It was what some clafmerl
following result:
The plans for the new $25,000 ad-- winter tilled
A hydrant
Rolls.
Dr.
of
supervision
eczema.
and
'J'hu 1'orm die
Seniors
water
stored at the present
worked under
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dition to the court house has been enough
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was a breaking out with
events
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the
supply
project
through
received by the county commissionfor
the
court
for
blisters
on my
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ers. They are now being carefully entire season, without the flow of
hands wlileh would then
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dash
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Lutz,
the river. The present irrigation
Friday,
yard
ache and general languor. Get a pack-ng- high school building.
dry and seale, and then
440 yard dash Griffin, McCormick.
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would follow tho trouhlo
of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- ,
board of educatho
some
Fur
time
Broad
several thousand more acres of land.
Friday,
jump
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of cracking and hlecding;j
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the
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dash
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be
will
Lutz, Friday,
More land
allotted vater
yard
Itching and hurting.
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My hands wero disfigured
naming of the school buildings, not Cormick.
the near future.
Irinary troubles, wnen you reel an merely as a matter of Bentiment but
at
t lot fires ted and should know
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time, and sore,
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not
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Whirling Spray
ftnnoylnir, mid disturbed my sleep. This
ergy use this remarkable combination school buildings. At the last meeting day.
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time writing out your legal form
Pole vault Yontz, Lutz, Cunning
last February It was ever bo much worse
cf nature's herbs and roots. As a the two central buildings were named.
best most convenient. .5
can
them
when you
than heforo. I did not do all my work on
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get
already printCleanses instantly.
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Mile run Pollard,
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Printing
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public
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CompanyMARVEL, accent no oilier,
tliera worse. 1 tried a lot of homo
g:sts or sent by mail for 50 cts. Fort Marcy building recently remoding
fait setd sump for illustrated
First place counted five points; secremedies, also salves and liniments than
Sample sent FREE. . Address, The eled was named the Sena high school.
book
sealed. It eives full Darttcu.
New Mexican Want Ads always
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is a recogboard
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This
action
of
brins results. Try it
I did not obtain a euro.
UIUHL.M East Ui lLe: Him
crowd eagerly cheered on tho
nition of the work of two members large
"At last I 6aw tho advertisement tot
contestants. Professor Wagner act- who have served on the board of edu
Cuticura Boap and Ointment.
I sent for
cation of the city of Santa Fe for the
a
sample. I thought they would euro, so
Hansel rflueger. clerk of
timer;
sent
for
Catron
box
a
after
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Senator
of
Cuticura
years.
past
judges, George Cartwright,
Ointment and soma Cuticura Soap. A
whom the main building is named has course; Wheelon
Bernard Spitz.
and
Albert
doctor
me
to
advised
ahead
with the
keep
been a most valuable member of the
On Tuesday of next week at 4 p. m. Cuticura Hoap aud Ointment and they cured
school board during all these years,
another meet will be held and the me completely. No traco of tho trouhlo
serving faithfully as a member of
remains.".
(Signed) Mrs. Mary Taylor,'
will be invited to partivarious committees and as president eighth grade
Mar. 2D, 1012.
,
Cullcura Soap and Cuticura Ointment am
for a number of years. The records cipate.
Liter
On
the
30,
Sympozium
sold
April
tho
efforts
world.
Liberal
his
throughout
show that largely through
sample of
each mailed free, wlth32-p- . Skin Hook. Adfavors of a money value of several ary society will hold their next regudress
3:30
Sena
the
in
card
post
at
Uoston.'i
"Cuticura,
lar
high
IJopt.T,
meeting
hundred dollars were received from
Tender-face- d
men should uso Cuticura
one source or another by the school school building with the following
Soap Shaving stick, 20c. Kampio freo.
board while building and equipping program :
' the
Dorinan.
Anna
Piano
solo,
the
and
improving
building
MISS MEYER WEDS
Speech, Prof. Wagner.
The Sena high school is
(!) grounds.
LIEUTENANT ROGERS.
Miss
solo,
Piano
Bishop.
Jose
named after the president,
Helen
Winter.
Story,
D. Sena who like Senator Catron has
Washington, D. C, April 20. Miss
Reading, Dorothy Hayward.
TO-NIGHserved faithfully for well nigh ten
T,
Vocal duet, Francis Leeson, Anita Alice .Meyer, daughter of the form?
years, and has recently been
secretary of the navy, and Lieutenant
44
ed for four years. Col. Sena is an Wientge.
Safford.
Christopher R. It. Rodgers, U. S. N.,
Dorothy
Reading,
man
who
school
enthusiastic, capable
were married here at noon. Miss
Vocal solo, Mrs. Martin.
devotes much time and his best atHelen Taft was a bridesmaid and the
After That, Frank Cunningham.
tention to the public schools. It is
Debate, Resolved, That tho United ceremony was attended by a distinthe intention to name the two ward
States should annex Mexico.
guished company, including many govbuildings at some future meeting.
Affirmative Leila Laws, Carl Win- ernment, officials and members of the
InState Superintendent of Public
Yontz.
Brison
Albert Wheelon,
diplomatic course.
struction Alvan N. White and Mrs. ter,
Alta Samlford, Ruth SafNegative:
White spent Friday morning visiting ford.
Alfred
McCormick,
Heed the Cough that Hangs On.
Whipple
the various rooms in the public
The seedB of consumption may be
schools. In the high school Supt. Wiley.
Program for the regular teachers' the cause, and a cough that hangs on
White gave a short address which was
to he held next Monday aft weakens the system.
meeting
Foley's Honey
school
highly appreciated by the high
ernoon at 3 o clock :
and Tar Compound checks the cough,
pupils. Mr. White is interested in
"The Method of the Recitation,"
heals the inflamed membranes and
these schools not only in an official
pages 2!) to 51, Miss Green.
strengthens the lungs. E. D. Rountree,
capacity but also as a patron and he
Vocal solo Miss Sena.
Stillmore, Ga., says;
"Lagrippe left
and Mrs. White expressed great pleas-us"The Art of Questioning,' "The Rec me a
deep seated, hacking, painful
in their visit Friday. We hope
to
Mr.
55
78,
Ixmgee.
itation"
pages
cough which Foley's Honey and Tar
to be honored with their presence
"The Lady of Shalott" Tennyson,
completely cured." Capital Pharmacy.
again before the school year is ended. Miss Harvey.
At the last meeting of the Santa Fe
Maypole Possibilities.
THAT MEXICO LOAN.
Woman's club a committee of five was
GOLD
The School Exhibit.
to
in
Fete
the
assist
May
J
appointed
T
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
SENIOR
tit and field day to be held the last week
London, April 2fl. Coutts bank de
To be awarded the candidates securing the greatest number of votes in the entire contest, regardless as to where he or she resides in
Friday afternoon a preliminary nied today that it has any connection
of school. This committee consists
the State of New Mexico.
on
the high with the loan of $7,500,000
tiack meet was held
of Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. S. G.
reported to
school grounds for the purpose of se have been floated
by the Mexican govCartwrlght, Mrs. T. Z. Winter, Mrs.
a team to represent the local ernment for one
and to
year at 8S
Paul Hall and Miss Marsh. They will lecting
&
meet to be bo at. five
soon confer with the teachers and high school at the track
per cent interest.
3.
at
held
Albuquerque May
The loan is said to have been argive valuable assistance in the formaThe following were winners in this ranged by Lord Coudry and is to be
tion and development of the plans for
CO., ALBUQUERQUE.
PURCHASED OF LEARNARD-LINDEMAafternoon's contest. 100 yard dash, El secured on the government holdings
a great day of play and recreation.
To be awarded the candidates having the greatest number of votes in each of the four districts, after the grand capital prize has been
The pupils of the art department mer Friday; 100 yard dash, Eugene in the Tehauntepoc railroad.
awarded.
are working very hard under the di- Griffln; broad jump. Elmer Friday;
220
30,000 voice:
rection of Mrs. Martin, getting ready r uining high jump, Brison Yontz;
for the exhibition for the last week yard dash, Ralph Lutz; 880 yard run,
of school. They have so far complet- Roland Pollard! pole vault, Brison
Thirty thousand (voices WHat a
ed the object work, light and shade; Yontz; mile run, Roland Pollard.
grand chorus! And that's the num.
Last Saturday afternoon the girls ber of American men and, women who
light, shade and shadow, still life, life
PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK, AGENTS FOR THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE CO. ,SANTA FE, N. M.
ball team of the high school are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
basket
and
fruit
from
design.
models,
living
of
in
four
districts.
of
each
votes
the
To be awarded the candidates having the second highest number
The class is now working on the land- defeated the Deaf school team by a Pills for relief from backache, kidne
scape. The whole will make a very score of 42 to 8. The game, while one- and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell it in the home pacreditable and interesting set of draw- sided was well played.
The seniors, assisted by several of pers. Santa Fe people are in this
ings for the exhibition.
On Friday afternoon the track team the classes, have commenced work on chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffln St.,
is
N.
M.
SANTA
C.
FE,
including Prof, Wagner and Prof. the annual class play. The cast
YONTZ, JEWELER,
PURCHASED OF AND ON EXHIBITION AT H.
Lougee will leave on the 3:30 train working hard and the play promises Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splenTo be awarded the candidates having the third highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
mi
for Albuquerque, to attend the track to be even more successful than the did results I obtained' from Doan's
Kidney Pills several years ago has
meet at the University of New Mexi- one produced last year.
m
co on Saturday, May 3.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- been permanentin and for that reason,
them has increased.
The cast of characters for the Col- tion Alvan X. White and Mrs. White my confidence
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
lege Town, the senior class play is visited the school Friday morning. Mr.
as follows:
Vhite first went through the main the small of my back and was subject
To be awarded the candidates having the fourth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
Wallace Fiske building and then Mr. Wagner brought to headaches and dizzy 6pells. I alJimmie Cavendish
Tad Cheseldine. .Edward Cartwright the superintendent over to the high ways felt tired; had no ambition and
Leviticus
Whipple McCormick school where he gave the scholars a was in poor health wlien I procured
C.
F. Cunningham delightful talk and afterwards went Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take
Major Kilpepper
long to cure me and from that day to
Prof. Sennacherrib Popp
into the different classes.
I have been freo from kidney
Elmer Friday
Last Thursday evening the board this,
AGENT, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
PURCHASED THROUGH D. MACCURDY,
I willingly
confirm tho
Kaune or education formally named the two complaint.
MacAllister
Scotch
Henry
in
of
of
four
each
votes
districts.
number
fifth
the
the
candidates
be
To
awarded the
having
highest
public statement I gave in January,
Hansel Pflueger
main
The
Shorty Long
school
buildings.
high
1907, telling of my experience with
Rowland Pollard
Billy Van Dorn
building will hereafter be known as
Bernard Spitz the Catron grammar school and thg Doan's Kidney Pills."
Dr. Twiggs
For sale by all dealers. Price bO
other will be the Sena.
Co.,
cents, Foster-MilburBuffalo,
In addition to the furniture of the New
OUTING GIRL high school two new articles have States.York, sole agents for the United
FOR
PURCHASED OF H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
been added. One, an electric clock,
To be awarded the candidates having the sixth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
RememDer tne name Doan's and
from the Western I'nion TelegrapTi take no other.
TWENTY-FIV- E
B16 PHIZES VALUED AT OVER
company, and the other a fine WagAND II COMMISSION TO ILL
man piano.
Now Mexican Want
Ads always
bring results. Try
WILL TRY HYPNOTISM.
X. M., April.
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Every Woman

-
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Coomer, City.
Belmont, Denver.
Conway, Alamosa.
H. Blackwell, Denver.
W. G. Logan, Los J.unas.
D. P. Johnston, Silver City.
W. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
II. Alex Hibbard, Chicago.
Kdward Seydel, Albuquerque.
S. B. Moore, Milwaukee.
MONTEZUMA.
J. W. Miller, Denver.
Mater Lujan and Son, City.
Jerome Cracken, El Paso.
T. V. Purcell, Chicago.
L. C. Purcell, Chicago.
Love 'A. Purcell, Chicago.
Prances Rinehart, Chicago.
Kalherine Roberts, Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Streeter, New
York.
Miss X. O. llerron.
Charles H. Dugan, Hodges.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hill, Denver.
I. D. Noms, Cleveland.
E. H. Purcell, Chicago.
George D. Easton, San Diego.
Sam Ferry Smilh, San Diego.

-

A.
W.
D.
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$5,000 PRIZE CONTEST, AFTER WHICH THERE REMAIN
ONLY ONE MORE WEEK OF " SECOND PERIOD " VOTES,
AND FOUR MORE WEEKS OF THE CONTEST. THE TIME IS
INDEED SHORT, AND CANDIDATES WHO ARE COMPETING g
IN THIS RACE SHOULD MAKE THE MOST OF EVERY DAY.

j

000

of

1

I
I
9
I
I

APRIL 26TH, MARKS THE CLOSE
SECOND PERIOD" AND
OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE
THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF THE NEW MEXICAN'S GREAT $
SATURDAY

....

e

COIN THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

IN

CLARK PIANOS, First Prizes for Each

There are those elegant $450 STORY

J

Baggsby

o

ONLY ONE MORE WEEK OF THE

There is that princely sum,

i

Mrs.

dist-as-

"
Second Period Vote Schedule

I

From Page Two.)

fifty-ce-

I

i

(Continued

the Four Districts.

There are those splendid $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLES, Second Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.

There are those beautiful $150 SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS, Third Prizes for
Each of the Four Districts.

iI
I

I
I
I
I
I1

There are those delightful VACATION TRIPS Tu THE PACIFIC COAST, Fourth
Prizes for Each of the Four Districts.

S. Fifth Prizes for Each

There are those valuable SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE I.
of the four Districts.

1

There are those

attractive $25 GOLD WATCHES, Sixth Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.
NON-PRIZ-

$5,000.

E

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
1
100 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

....

.

and subscription price of
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKLY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:

RE-

Price
1

Year

2 Years
5 Years

Mail

Votes
Old or
New

$ 1.00
2.00
5.00

2,500
7,500
20,000

This Is positively the GREATEST AND MOST LIBERAL PRIZE CONTEST EVER INAUQU
RATED BY ANY NEWSPAPER IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. The Santa Fe New
Mexican presents an opportunity of a lifetime to the

THE

1

it

Denver, April 26. Frederick A. Gor-haJr., the Payette, Idaho, man,
who arrived in Denver last Sunday
with no recollection of his past life
and no knowledge as to his own identity, left last night for Grand Rapids,
Mich., the home of his father. With
htm was Morris M. Davidson of Grand
Rapids, a brother-in-law- .
Davidson said an attempt would be
made to restore Gorliam's memory by
hypnotism.

1
1

SECOND PERIOD.
From April 21st to May 3rd inclusive the following votes will be
Issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
Price
Votes
Old or
Mall Carrier New
3 Months
$ 1.25 $ 1.50
3,000
6 Months
3.00
2.50
8,000
1 Year
6.00
5.00
20,000
2 Years
12 00
,
10,00
50,000
5 Years
25.00
30.00 150,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled In, and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes,
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

n

I

VOTING SCHEDULE

COUPON
VOTE
I The Santa Fe New Mexican's
I1

1
1

energetic men and
women of this State to secure prizes worth hundreds of dollars for a few weeks'
work. Get in the race and get your share of the valuable prizes
offered. It costs nothing to try.
wide-awak- e,

i

iI
UWm$m

1

I

i

1

Phones Main 34

& 63 W
STORED AND KEPT CLEAN
335 S AN FRANCISCO ST
BROWN & PARSONS, PROPRIETORS
CARS

SCOTTISH
RITES

$100 Reward, $100.

1

I

II The Modern Garage

vmr.n by ojjjf phvoao v

The readers of this paper will be
eleased to learn that there is" at !ea?t
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known to
he medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires a
treatment.
constitutional
Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
and
the patient
disease,
giving
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing It?
work. The proprietros have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list

Buenet of Paris sends out a very atmodel in an outing dress of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
made of silk crepon in red, green and
white coloring. The collar and belt ledo Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
for this frock is of black silk, and
about the short sleeves there is a
Take Hall's Family Pills for
fi ill of baby Irish lace.

tractive

To-

MASONS,
SPRING REUNION.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
April

Round

21-2-

1913.

Trip Rate

FROM SANTA

FE, N. M.

Dates of Sale, April 19th to
22nd, inclusive.
Return Liniit.April 27th,

191

.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.

SATURDAY,

PAGE FiVE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

APRIL 26, 1913.

lug was perhaps in his mind.
Mr. Cullen was wagon master in the
I'nion army and made the famous
"March Through Georgia" with General Sherman. In discussing the raid
this morning, a salesman seated near
Mr. Cullen said:
my
"Yes, you fellows destroyed
father's gin house at ATonticello,"
whereupon Mr. Cullen laughingly denied any memory of the incident.
The old trailer is on his way to
SO DECLARES MATTHEW CULLEN
Golden, X. M where he will erect a
his borlh- WHO CROSSED OLD TRAILS AND marble shaft in memory of
er, Patrick Cullen, who is buried
FOUGHT RED SKINS A HALF CEN- there.
Several Santa Keans, who have lived
TURY AGO.
in the west for several decades, called
en Mr. Cullen this morning and it was
Interesting to hear them disease "old
HAS HAD MANY A
limes."

Very Large Dispay of

A

WHIT

BANK

UNITED STATES

&

TRUST CO.

ARE WORSE THAN

CAPITAL 800,000 00

HAD INJUNS"

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

N. B. LAUGHLINjTesident.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

i

BEAUTIFUL

GO,

GOODS

DRY

SELI6MAH

ADOLF

i

MILLINERY

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

Our Prices Are Muchj
THE LOWEST.

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

MRS. W. LlNBIIARDTi

25c to $2.48

Prices from

125 Palace Ave

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

MISSOURI ASKS
QUO WARRANTO

,

THRILLING

I

I
DON DIEGO ADDITION
! TO THE
CITY OF SANTA FE
In

1
fee lis

at

O

Precinct No.

4

OPEN.

and Get Your Choice

Once

J

(South Side)
of

Most Desirable Residence Sections

Lots in
of

the

one

J

of the ?

City.

Phoney 189 J.
1 1

San Francisco St.,

9

:

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Eest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON (JASPER

Telephone

ST.

Matthew Cullen, veteran
war, old trailer ana mumn ugnuu,
wha faced savage i"1'" 111,(1 savage
beast in the southwest more than hull
a century ago, is in the city.
Tlinmrh his hands tremble from age
and his beard Is snowy white, lending
htm a patriarchal appearance, Ins eye
i& clear and steady today as when If
looked over the rifle barrel at an
red skin in the western
v ilds.
A stormy career, begun when a mere
who
loy, lies back of this "old timer,"
"ending his days as u prosperous
hotel proprietor in Salt Luke City. His
hotel is the Cullon house where minland gather.
ing men from all over the
DISCUSSES INDIANS.
with
the In".My first encounter
this
.Mr.
morning
Culltu
said
dians,"
as he was seated in the lobby of the
Montezuma hotel, "was at Ash Hollow,
across from Julesburg, Nebraska, in
That was B(J
I was then 17.
1S5T.
years ago. The attack began just be
Lie sunrise, the Indians stealing
upon up and killed three of our men.
war
They did not advance with
v hoops but in a sneaky snake manner. We made eight of the red skiiw
bite the dust."
Asked if he believed (here are any
good Indians except "dead Indians,'
Mr. Cullen replied:
"1 think there are bad Indians, but
worse white men. It' I am alive today
Indians
it is because two
were iii our mu'ty when we were at
tacked in 1S57 and gave us directions
en how to light the savages surround-ii'us. 'Stay together.' was the advice
given." Mr. Cullen did not discuss the'
bad pale faces, but yesterday's hang-

9 W

d

-

ONE

HOW

A Rug Or A

Carpet

We have some of the
A GREAT COVIFORT.
e
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and
meet
the
and
purse.
attract ,the eye
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
Which is disincluding an Oak Dining Room Set
We
ask you to
windows.
played in our show
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
IS

AKERS

THE

WAGNER

Health

Her

and

UNDERTAKING

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS 130 Main.
Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Strength

BacK

Again by The Use of Cardui.

AND FURNITURE CO.

License Numbers,

WON

WOMAN

Well-Mad-

i

Next Door to Postoff ice,

Tampa, Fla. In a letter from ttls
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
all weakened and worn out with womanly troubles. My husband brought
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new vonian. I
I
think the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I have
received great benefit from it."
Cardui acta specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
ner.
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonlo remedy for women.
In every community, there live soma
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
themselves in many different ways.
Try it.
N. B.
Write to! Ladles" Advisory Dept. Chatt.

doom Medicine Co., f.hattanoora, Term., for .Special
book, "Home Treatmaol
Imlrmlions. and
lot Women," sent In plain wrapper on rcautht,

sesJitt

1

(Owing to the great Interest manl
the
in the Personal Column,
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

tested

THE AMERICAN

V. H. Malm,

Hie

I

H.

S. KAUNE

Where

Quality Governs

8
the

CO.
Price

and Price the Quality

cilv today.

Romero, county treasurer
San Miguel, is in the city.
Ira L. Griinshaw and Ralph Easly
are in Estuneiu attending court.
or Ties
Miss Lillian Sutherland,
Keilras, is visiting Santa Fe friends.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C Streeter, of
Eugenio

'

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
of

first-cla- ss

power
only realized the business-buildin- g
and
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 f efficient, you would specify

JUST RECEIVED

Another car load of
Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
(Fac-Simi- le

Water-Mar-

Monarch Canned Goods,
Richelieu Canned Goods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor-

k)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today.
difference.

Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY.
8nU Ke. N. NL

And see the
AGENTS.

nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Tea and Coffee.

H. S. KAUNE

5

CO,

Where Prices ar B5t
For Safft Quality.

April
City, Mo
tiled in the

'torney fiaker

26.

At-

-

warranto proceedings
number of fire insurance
companies on a charge of violating
to
t
law in combining
;the
withdraw from the state. The attor-- i
ney general asked that the companies be fined.
The
Jefferson City, Mo., April -proceedings were directed against 10'.)
companies belonging to the Western
.Insurance union.
The information charges that the
companion have entered into an unlawful combination to refuse to write!
insurance in Missouri, thus leaving
!the people of lie state without ude- quate insurance protection.
The at torney general asks the supreme court to issue an order re;
carry-from
the
companies
training
iig out intentions of quitting the slate,
'and so define as the court may deem
necessary, to prevent the companies
from entering Into a similar unlawful
The proceedings insti-- j
combination.
Muted today are against those compan- In- ,ies belonging to the Western
suranee union, bill a similar suit may
be filed in a few days against the
'companies in tho Western Insurance
bureau.
The attorney general intimated that
.he may seek indictments against the
ichief officers of the insurance comt
Violation of the
panics.
:lws is an 'Xtraditable offense.
court

INSURE

supreme,

Wiril

AND REST CONTENT.

IIAVWARD

Is modern.

quo

Is well located.

a

against

la close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
Is a home.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
price,

anti-trus-

.

I

If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

8, Capital Cily Bank Building1,

Room

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,

secure "your

MANAGER,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

IIAVWARD HAS IT.

;

-

New York City, are here Bight seeing.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward .1. Titsworth
of New York City, are' visitors in the
city.
E. CI. Jaffa, who has been in the
land oltice here, lias gone to Trinidad,
Colo.
M. S. Groves returned last evening
from a trip to Carlsbad and Albuquerque.
".
l. Dearstyiie, the well known
Denver salesman, is at the lie Vargas hotel.
C. ('., Murray, receiver of the
Central railway, is in the cily
New
Mexican Want Ads always
on business.
results.
Try it.
bring
vetMatthew Cullen, old trailer and
eran, is here from Salt Lake City, lie
is at the Montezuma.
.7. H. Toulouse, who has been in Albuquerque for several days, returned
this city last evening.
C. L. Comstock, who has been locat
The Wonderful Music that BurU Forth
ed here, working lor me hania re
When the Stork Arrive.
railroad, will go to Albuquerque, and
Tlmt
Unit', brassy cry thnr Mines
funuv,
be employed on the main line.
the arrival of tlie new baby is perhaps the
in
from
is
Moriarty
Charles Patek
and is stopping at the St. Vincent
Mr. Patek expects to go
Sanitarium.
to New York in a few days.
Porter Jones returned from Socorro last evening, where he went to be
present at the hanging of the two men
who met death last Friday morning.
K. R. Paul and S. G. Cartwright
of our Ilvos.
left this noon to attend the reunion tnost cherished ofri'morabrnnco
thousands
huppy mothers owe their
or the Scottish Rite Masons that will And
and
strcnKlh to
to
lii'iillli
iireservailon
This is an external rem- Mother's
be held in Guthrie, Oklahoma, next cdv
that is applied to the abdominal mils- week.
ull the tension, prevents
It relieves
.
.
..Mioi.lr.a
.
i.. iuu
-n ,1...
j
lemierneKB
huu 1.. fumi,
i,,.;
John V. Conway, county superin ...
.......
Itnl.v
.),..
mfH.
,iwl
by
reliii nnuirally, the 'form Is
tendent of schools, accompanied
inuseles
jlhe
Mrs frinwav. left this morning ""for preserved without laceration of other no
..... .1Cerrillos to attend an entertainment
OU Will II11U .1HIH."I
,,ii
I'll,
of the
one oi.
dniu store, as It Istltfltto be given by the schools at that almost any ..Nnl.ln
........ irTHIIll.
.11. Ill' n
nUlimtll U. ItlUlI'l'T H..n,n,ll,.o
relied
have
upon
mothers everywhere
place.
With Its daily use during the period of
George D. Easton, prominent real expectation,
there Is no weakness, no
on
disis
here
estate man of San Diego,
nunsea, no mornini; sickness, no pain,
Its inlluenco
or strain of any kind.
business with Frank Owen. With tress
Is truly remarkable, as it penetrates tho
him came Sam Ferry Smith, attorney tissues 'and renders them pliant: and easily
by the demands of nature, lou
at law, and M. A. Graham, both of the coverned
bo surprised at its wonderful effect and
what a grateful relief it affords.
"Harbor of the Sun."
Especially to yountr women allMothers
HayneB A. Howell and Jerome Field- Friend
Is one of the greatest ol
helptul
reoffice
influences.
ing, of the state engineer's
m
You
find
this
wonnerrui
will
renicuy
of
turned last night from, a survey
sale at the store where you trade, or they
the proposed new road between San- will Ret i ror you. n i Lamar BulldlriK,
HoKiilator
Co.,
ta Ke and Lamy, which will be a part field
Atlanta. Oa. Write them for a very valuable book to expectant mother.
of the state highway system.
11.
M. T. Dunlavy and Judge R.
Hanna have been attending court at
Estaneia. Today Judge Hanna will
leave there for Guthrie to attend the ruiTjrnnnnxLmtJTJxrumnJxfuuuTnjT
reunion of Scottish Rite Masons that
will be held in that Oklahoma town.
Edward Sydel or Albuquerque, and
Miss S. R. Moore of Milwaukee, Wis.,
were married this morning at 1l::ifl
The couple were
by Judge Garcia.
stopping at the De Vargas and left
OUR LINE OF
this morning for their new home in
Albuquerque.
EXTRA FANCY GOODS
Glen A. Grey is busy putting in an
evaporation plant at Bacon's pond
south of this city, which will be used
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.
to record the evaporation that takes
place in this altitude, to add to the
Below you will find articles
reference statistics of the state enyou may be sure of getting

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE ? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I haveafine
e
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

-

THE
BARN
STAR PROPRIETOR.
W.

anti-trus-

A. WILLIAMS,

t- -i

-

PONIES.

SADDLE

'

office.

We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
uauav ujiiiui
On I OUT I ecu uius.
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

w

later.
Frank Dickinson, brother

of Mrs.

Al-vi-

X. White, and Lewis Dickinson, a
of Nashville, Tenn., arrived

nephew,

yesterday from that place and will be
the guests of Superintendent. White
and wife for several weeks. Mr. Frank
with
pleased
Dickinson is already
Santa Fe and may locate here.
Rev. J. M. Shinier, of the Metho-

dist church, has gone to San Antonio,
Texas, to accompany the remains of
the late Irvin Eraser, who was hanged
yesterday morning at Socorro and to
administer to and sustain Mrs. Ann?
Meadows, sister of the executed
man. He will not return, probably to
this city, in time to preach Sunday,
and there will be no services at that
church in consequence. Mrs. Meadow
M.

yesterday, but

at any time at our store :

Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
Cheese in
C. & B. Parmasan
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit in Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandaiay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

We also have a full line

M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
H6 UALISTEO STREET.

Phone 214 J

aHENRY KRICKer
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

S.CBuff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING

$2.00.3

the Winter Layer
EGGS

FRESH

FOR

m
iH

THE

I

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WKEELGN,
Phone 204 J.

315

Palace Ave.

MS

INSURANCE
Life,

Fire,

f

Accident

ATLANTA, GA.

May 14th to June 1st.

S54.35

Dates of Sale, May
EXTENDED

to

13, 1913.

RETURN LIMIT

joint
By depositing tickets with
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th,
tension of
tained to
point not
June 3Cth

and payment of $1 exfinal limit may be obreach original starting
later than midnight of
1913.

For Further Particulars Call On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

Are Vour Trees

City Property, Farms

Strong and Healthy?

Of

All Kinds.

"RED APPLE PAINT
will make them so.

April and May are the months fo

painting your fruit trees lor pro
tection from all kinds of insects.
Patent Tree Paint.
L ..
f
ana uuaranitcu
oy

Try Rhoads'

IIIMItllltlMlltMl

Telephone

194

W., Room 24

LAUGHUN BUILDING,
5

uuuuvuuuuu onrurxuxruirinuirti

10

REAL ESTATE
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

FINE CANDIES
GO.

ASSEMBLIES

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

Surely Bonds

GROCERY

CHURCH

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

MODERN

PRESBYTERIAN

GENERAL

EGGS

The early hatched Chick makes

will

was prostrated
probably start for home today.
started last
Prince
Las
and
evening for Albuquerque
Cruces to confer with some of the
members of the Society for the Preservation of Spanish Antiquities. From
there he will go direct to St. Louis
to take part in the Jefferson memorial
celebration on Wednesday, and the inauguration of the Memorial building
as the new home of the Missouri His
torical society on Thursday, and represent New Mexico at the national
peace congress during the remainder
of the week. He will make an address on Thursday evening at the Historical society's celebration.

310 San Francisco St.

and Gtaiti
HayWholesale
and Retail

I

Mrs. W. G. Turley leaves this morning for Velarde where she will spend
a couple of months on the ranch at
that place. Mrs. Turley has closed
her private school, but will open it
the first Monday in July, and will
make an announcement of the same,

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

.,.-....-

VA

-

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

cb'-s- .

1

-

GENERAL LIVERY

Awaiting The
Joyful Sound

gineer's

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness of j
all foods sold in our store
Is vour best kind of Health
Insurance for you. Inferior
goods are not sold by Ms. Wei
leave that to those who vvisr
HIGH
to take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY I
WILL PERMIT Is the basis!
upon which ws want our I
Please
reoutation to rest.
remember thlo.

of Albuquerque, was in

of

i-

SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

PERSONALS

of the Civil

-shooting

OX. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

Jefferson

ESCAPE

T4 FE

-

NEWMEXlCO

Scratch Pads of all descriptions az.
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent.
New Mexican office

a.

Mad

1

F. RHOADS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
GALISTEO ST.,
104

Telephone

157 W.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

SANTA FE.N.M.

Ada

always

J
FAGE FOUR

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 1913.
W
N
SE
any intention of selling the Cubs, and
NE
NW
NE
NW
maybe he will not, but it is mighty
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., I!.
ccmmoii talk in Chicago that If Johnny 1 W., and S
SE
SW
SW
Evers fails to rebuild the once great NE
SI5
SW
SW
SE
machine Murphy will quit baseball, NE
SW
SW
SE
SW
sell his club and retire from the game SE
SE
NE
SW 1.4 W 1.2
a
SW
NW
SE
NE
SW
S
S
SE
NW
N
SE
SE
NW
SE
NE
SW
NW
SE
Sec. 34, T. 22 N.,
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet.
possession of said tract for twenty
8
.727
Pittsburgh
years next preceding the survey of
New York
7
.700 the
township, viz:
7
.626
,Chicago .
J. J, Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
4
.571
Philadelphia
of Cuba, X. M.; Onofre liarcia,
5
.500 I.ucero,
Brooklyn
of
N. M.; Diego Morales, of
LaJara,
St. Louis
4
.364
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

w

DUNDEE

AND

KJLBAHE

MIX

IT APRIL MRS.

KILBANE

v--

29,

FOR
Will

Be

PARTICULARLY

MAKES

HUSBAND

CHAMPIONSHIP.

A

INTERESTED
LIVING

IN

In

BOXING

HER

AT IT.

Featherweight Champion's Wife Far More Interested in His Real Estate Business Than
Johnny Doesn't Talk Fight When H e's Home.

Balance When the Two Pair Off at Los
Bout Dundee Best of the Challengers Fans Looking Forward to Slashing Bout When Little Fellows Meet.

Featherweight Title
Angeles for

ISN'T

His

Fight Caree- r-

4

BASEBALL

Cincinnati"...

.., .....2

.222
.200

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

LaJara,

N. M.

,

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. under the laws and regulations of the
8
.800 Interior Department why such proof
Philadelphia
7
.778 should not be allowed will be given an
Washington
10
Cleveland
.714 opportunity at the
e
the
7
.500 time and place to
Chicago
6
St. Louis
.425 witness of said claimant, and to offer
5
.357 evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
Detroit
4
Boston
.333 by claimant.
2
MANUEL R. OTERO,
New York
.182
Boston

2

'.

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

WESTERN
Club.
Lincoln
Denver
Omaha
St.

4
4

Joseph

Sioux City

3
2
2

Topeka
Wichita

s
Venice, Cal., April 26. Mrs. Johnny
Kilbane, wife of the world's feather- weight champion, isn't interested in
fights, although her husband has made
most of his money in the prize ring.
Mrs. Kilbane never talks about the
ring and rarely;, if ever, discusses
(with Johnny the probable outcome of
!his battles.
Johnny isn't depending upon the
ring either, for his future living. When
he began gathering change in the
a
real
squared circle he started
estate business in Cleveland and when
he isn't swapping punches with some
aspirant for his crown, he is busy
building up his other business.
When Johnny was training for his
April 29 fight with Dundee at Los
Angeles the New Mexican man took
j

JOHNNY DUNDEE (LEFT)

Johnny Kilbane, regarded by many
as the greatest featherweieht of all
times, will meet Johnny Dundee at
contest
Vernon, Calif., in a
Tuesday night, April 29. The championship title is at stake. The boys
are to weigh in at 122 pounds ringside.
Dundee and Kilbane met in a
no decision bout in New York on
September 4, 1912, the majority of the
papers declaring that the champion
shaded his opponent.
Since that time Dundee has rapidly
come to the front and is regarded today as the legitimate challenger for
the featherweight title.
Kilbane, who is a great believer in
the salt sea air, betook himself, as is
his custom, to the beach at Venice.

AND

JOHNNY

KILBANE.

Dundee is getting ready at Jack
Doyle's famous Vernon camp. Dun- dee, who is an Italian, made a big hit
with Los Angeles fans last fall by
knocking out Frankie Conley.
He will have a big ringside following. Kilbane is confident he will defeat Dundee and declares that he will
this time show that he still possesses
the punch that put Joe Rivers away.
He will try for a knockout. He will
favorite.
undoubtedly be a
Should Kilbane beat Dundee decisively, he will challenge Joe Rivers
for a July 4 bout at Vernon with the
proviso that the Spaniard makes 133
pounds ringside. In doing this he
would be stepping out of his class,
but he is firmly of the belief that he
can trim Rivers again.
i

It will not pay you to waste your

forms
.823 time writing out your legal
.833 when you get them already printed
.666 at the New Mexican Printing
.571
.429
New 'Me.vican Want Ads always
.333
.333 bring results. Try It.

5
5

Des Moines

,

Register.

LEAGUE.
Won. Lost. Pet.

0

6

.OOtV,1

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
New York at Brooklyn.
Philadelphia at Boston.

Motorcycles

From left to rinht Mrs.
USIUHB
.lampc n,t nr, ivlfa
v.iiw rxiiwciFieg
niaiiayci, tfiniiiijp
..jj... ....... WM...WU
Dunn, and their babv: Marv Kilbane. Johnnv Kilhane anH tholr nnnnt
AMERICAN LEAGUE,
bsby. Dunn is Kilbane's manager and John.iy looks up to him as he would
his father. They are inseparable companions.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Cleveland at Detroit, rain.
la notion to visit the Kilbane camp and face ef Mrs. Kilbane. She wasn't at
at Philadelphia.
Washington
haye a chat with the champion's wife. all phased.
Boston at New York.
curse. lie Planned to talk about
"Now I am not going to be bothered
the ring. He did talk about it, but
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
such questions," she deasnvcring
Kilbane
didn't
jjr8
clared emphatically, "In the first place Milwaukee at Columbus, rain.
When the reporter landed at Venice while I am not
entirely out of sympaKansas City at Louisville, rain.
ho sought out the champion and cas- with my husband's ring career,
thy'
St. Paul at Toledo, rain.
ually asked him what influence his nevertheless I am
very much interMinneapolis at Indianapolis, cloudy.
'wife had on his ring success.
ested in his real estate business which
j
Johnny grinned and answered ho entered last year and in which I
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
promptly:
knoiv his future is centered,
From At Brooklyn
AH I know she does is to broil my
his
real estate business
my standpoint
3
York
steak and bake potatoes to my liking. is, far
more important than his fight- jNew
5
Aside from this I am not aware that
Brooklyn
Wil- she has ever shown a great amount his
conversation is either his
and
Miller.
Rucker
rfalson;
- enthusiasm over my
Ragon,
successes
ring
eftaie business or his babies. tie
However, you might talk with her.'
never discusses the boxing game and At Boston
The reported decided that was a as he probably has his reasons for
m
0
pretty good hunch, so lie sought out not doing it I feel just as happy and Pliilnrtplnhin
4
7
Mrs. Johnny. He stated his mission contented that he leaves affairs or Boston
Seaton and Killifer; Perdue, Brown
and at once the smile faded from the the ring outside of the home."
and Rariden.

J

Indispensable
In Business

!f

Formerly six men were needed to measure rooms and lay
carpets for the Taylor Carpet
Company of Indianapolis.
They rode on street cars ana
bicycles or walked from one
part of the city to another.
A motorcycle was purchased.
Soon the rider did the work or
two men. Later two additional
machines were purchased.
MEN
NOW THREE
with
DO THE WORK
motorcycles
OF SIX AND CARE FOR THE
BIG INCREASE IN BUSINESS,
TOO.
Merchants!
The motorcycle
will do the samp for you.
Come in or write for details.

-

1 Q

WHITE SOX TO MEET
STRONG TEAM TOMORROW.

ment which the national commission his great
American
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
league rival!
is to consider at a meeting in Chica- "Smoky Joe" Wood, who seems
POPE MOTOR CYCLES
to
At New York-h- ave
go next week. Johnson left his oflost his smoke this season. He!Boston
8 J2
0
" 5 6 1
Tomorrow afternoon the local fans fice for the day without making any has no arm troubles of Urn kind
"Overhead Valve Motors
that New York
will witness a fast game when
the definite announcement in the case.
afflict a curve pitcher.
Bedient and Carrigan; McModel L
h. p. chain drive
Leonard,
(250.00
White Sox meet the All Stars, a team
Model M 6 h p. chain drive
Johnson has no particular need of connell, Fisher, Warhop, Shulze and
f'IS.OO
4 h.
K
Model
Big
the
of
town.
p beltdrive.... J200.00
in
best
composed
a cnange 01 pace or otner elusive and Williams, Sweeney.
players
OPERATIC STARS
Model H li;:ht weight, belt drive $165.00
The All Stars is a team which was oraiincuit tricks. His method of operaTWINKLE BUT NOT
Magneto Equipped.
ganized this week of ball players
is
tion
He
OVER WINDY CITY.
At Detroit Cleveland and Detroit,
simple.
absurdly
just
ng
4 Supplies
Pope
who have played in the Elks, Grays
stands up there on that old slab and postponed, rain.
and college teams, and who will form
shoots
'em
over so fast that they
Dippel and Campanini, of Chicago
PASH BROTHERS,
a strong aggregation.
The Elks were
Grand Opera Co., Clash Over Re- look like unripe hickory nuts to those
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
to play the White Sox tomorrow but
keen-eyeMOTOE-CTCLER- T
batsmen who can see them
hearsals Leaving
Discord
Columbus, Ohio, April 26.
and
the two Elks pitchers and two or
at all.
umbus
Chaos.
127 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
rain.
game
postponed,
three other players are out of town,
"What is the use," Eddie Collins
so they were obliged to let the game
once
and
Eddie
asked, plaintively
is
At Indianapolis
Chicago, 111., April 26. Friction besome
go until some other time. But as tween E. G.
himself "what's the Minneapolis
1 3
0 llllllfllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilliiiiiiiiiiiHii
Dippel, general manager use of swatsman,
soon as it was found out that the Elks
hitting at something you can't Indianapolis
of the Chicago Opera company, and
0
431
team couldn't play Sunday,
Frank Olefont
Patterson, Young and Owens; Har- 1
Campanini, musical director,
Keefe and Bert Clancy started out to was
And that seems to fit the situation rington and Cotter.
declared today to be the cause of
well.
gather a team to play the White Sox, the oral resolution which
pretty
Dippel preand they have succeeded in gathering
sented to a directors' meeting jester,-dayToledo, Ohio, April
St. Paul- i
a bunch of fast well known players.
I
CUBS MAY BE FOR SALE SOON.
Much of the friction is said to
postponed rain.
April 26th. I
The team will be composed of five
rehave
been
caused
One
Sale-2G.
by
111.,
"For
expensive
Chicago,
April
two
or three St. Michael's col
Elks,
Philadelphia, Pa., April 2G. The giate champion, failed to qualify.
SIGNED UP.
hearsals and by productions that failmajor league ball club. Apply to
One mile relay College Won by lege boys and some other local playT,niversity of Pennsylvania carnival
Albuquerque, N. M., April 26. Kid
ed, to the detriment of the house.
Return of Last Year's
Charles W. Murphy, tenth floor, Cotwhich
will
form
an
ers,
Manhattan
aggregation
Brooklyn
college;
college,
of relay races and field sports, one of
"There was troub'.o between the ton Exchange Building, Chicago, HI." Shafer of Cheyenne, Wyo., and Kid
Dennison college, Granville, as strong or stronger than the team
so;cond;
Favorites,
Stern of Albuquerque, both fast lightthe red letter events of the calendar Ohio,
two from the first," said a man in close
Some inside information gained in
third; Lebanon Valley, Pa., which played the White Sox last Sunto
weights,
signed
up
today
of school and college athletics will be fourth. Time 3:3S
day. Young Gomez the college pitch- touch with operatic affairs. "The final Chicago last week by the writer brings in the main event as scheduledappear
I
ten j
One mile relay Coiiege Won by er will probably pitch for the All difference came when Campanini pro- out the fact that unless the Cubs round bout in the Elks
held on Franklin field today, with one
to
smoker
be
to
produce an opera without keep up the annual fight In the Na held in the Elks
St. Johns, Stars, and "Rube" Marez will twirl posed
oi the most representative entry lists Franklin and Marshall;
theater, in Santa Fe
In the 19 years' history of the games. Annapolis, second; Gettysburg, third; for the White Sox. A large crowd is consulting Manager Dippel. Long, ex- tional league pennant struggle the next
Wednesday evening. Mark Levy 1
tomorrow
both
above
are
teams
as
rehearsals
followed
be
then
advertisement
and
pensive
wafted
More than & thousand quarter-milexpected
fourth.
Time
3:34
Muhlenberg,
may
director of the N. M. A. C, closed the
One mile relay College Won by very strong and no doubt it will be a the opera was not a success. On an- around the baseball globe.
runners will wear the colors of innegotiations.
The
be
fast
called
will
at
other
Of
course
game
game.
at the present writing
stitutions from all over the country, New York Law; Washington and Jef
production, $25,000 was spent
on rehearsal for one pieces, the musi Murphy is bound to deny that he has
In 37 entry events, while the 10 spe- ferson, second; Dickinson, third; Col 3 o'clock. Admission 25 cents.
I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cal director insisting on them.
cial track and field events will bring by college, fourth. Time
3:34.
One
the
"Just
mile
what
will
do
directors
has
of
Won
the
LONG
VOYAGE
ATHLETES.
TIRES
and
College
relay
together many
by
Olympic
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
not been determined. Only a few con-- MAN WHO COUNTS
John S. Hopkins; Haverford, second;
Intercollegiate record holders.
Department of the Interior, United
AusNOSES
OF
NATION.
been
tiacts have
San Francisco, April 26. The
Franklin Field, Philadelphia, Pa., Lafayette, third; New York university,
signed for next seaStates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., I
trian challengers for the Davis inter- son and there is no one to go after
April 26. In the first heat of the 120 fourth. Time 3:30
April 9, 1913.
One mile relay, college: Won by national tennis torphy, Horace Rice the stars."
yard hurdle race, J. P. Nicholson, Mis- Notice is hereby given that the follosouri, equaled the world's record of Carlisle Indians; Swarthmore, sec- and A. B. Jones, who arrived here
wing-named
An
claimant has filed notice
New Pro- 151-deFordham
L.
for
have
ond;
A.
HarWHERE
the
WILL
END.
third; Pennsylvania yesterday
MATTER
seconds;
Antipodes,
Jackson,
of his intention to make final proof la
Time
fourth.
to
no
3:28.
cided
was
state,
exhibition
matches
in
second
this heat in
vard,
play
Washington,
April 26. Pitching
support of his claim under Sections 16
One mile freshman college relay before they reach New York.
15
records will begin to totter if Walter
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
of America: Won by
120 yard hurdle: J. II. Nicholson, championship
The long bea voyage of three weeks Johnson, the Nationals' rifle ball
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by theN;
and two weeks of inactivity before
Missouri; J. R. Case, Illinois; J. C. Pennsylvania (Kelly, Bacon,
keeps up the pace he has set so
DON'T MISS THIS TREAT I
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
to
with
left
second.
F.
the
Columbia,
Meredith).
home,
Indiana
they
gether
Cronley, Virginia;
Meyers.
far in the American league race. In
470), and that said proof will be made
state normal school; C. Hammitt, Time 3:25
breaking the former change in climate, have taken the the last twenty-siinnings he has
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
made edge off their form and they feel held his opponents runless, and in the
Pennsylvania state; A. L. Jackson, record for the event of 3:26
50c, 75c & $1.00 j
M., for the S 2 NW
N Wl-4- , SE
that i'. justice to themselves and the entire twenty-seveHarvard; A. J. Griffith, Pennsylvania, by miners in 1910.
innings only one
on
at Fischer's Drug Store, ;
Seats
Sale
NW
The Michigan freshman team did country they represent, they" would run has been scored off his
NW
NW
NE
and G. Brain, Princeton, qualified for
:
.
Thnrsday, April 24ih.
NW
not know the event had been called ido oetter to wait until they have con- - Daniels of the New York delivery.
NW
SW
NW
NE
14,
the
Yanks
i lllltlllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Shot put Won by R. L. Beatty, Co- - and therefore failed to start. The fidence in themselves before playing scored that run in the first inning of
.
O
...!41. At.
,
team ran against the time later. Their in public.
o'I
6 uiuiu-B- ,
the first game played at Washington.
milium, wiui iu in-itime was 3:34
which gave the
Rice, Jonos and E. W. Hicks, who
Kohler. Michigan, with 45 feet. 10
And there's no telling where our
team
is
second
and
Columbia
as
place
manager for the party, little Kansas friend Walter will go
acting
inches, second; Talbot,
will leave for the east via Los Angeles if he doesn't break a
third.
yania State and Cornell, 45 feet, 4
leg or the train
next Tuesday night.
High jump won by Richards,
Inches, third; Ross, Yale, 44 feet, 7
run off the track and mix him up.
ham Young University, with 6 feet 2
fourth.
Talking of records he came within
OF ALBUQUERQUE,
M. S. Wright of Dartmouth, world's inches, Douglass, Yale, and Moffatt,
TY COBB WILL PLAY.
three games of the consecutive vicChampion vaulter, was forced out of Harvard, tied a.t 6 feet 1 inch. Doug-thtory record last vear and Ban Johnwill be in Santa Fe at the MONTEZUMA HOTEL MONDAY, APRIL
f
inch. Iass won the toss for place. Johnson,
111.,
26. Tyrus son saw to it that his winning streak
pole vault at 12 feet,
Chicago,
April
Harvard, with 6 feet, fourth.
The world's record is 13 feet 2
Cobb is to play with the Detroit team was broken in a game where he act28, 1913. If you have any corns, bunions, ingrowing toenails or calinches.
Two mile college relay champion- of the American league tomorrow, ac- ed as relief pitcher with the runs
louses, I will relieve you of your misery without pain or danger of in10O Yard dash J. C. Patterson', ship of America won by Michigan, cording to information given out at that beat him already on the bases.
R.
M.
PennsLeave your call and I will make an appointment when I
B.
fection.
of
B.
will
William
Harris
of
he
office
J.
do
What
Atlanta, Ga.,
Marshall,
this year?
(Brown, Jansen, Haimbaugh, Hoff); the
Pennsylvania;
Johnson, president
second;
ylvania; A. W. 'Ward, Chicago; M. E. Dartmouth,
Nobody knows. V. Johnson is no is the man Woodrow Wilson has se-Pennsylvania, of the American league here today.
arrive.
Robertson, Syracuse, and J Harland, third; Virginia, fourth. Time 8 min- It was said that Cobb had been
temperamental, nervous chap like lected to count the noses of the naReferences Some of the most prominent merchants In Santa Fe.
Princeton, qualified for the final heat. utes, breaking the collegiate record
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Pease ca" l,P .. 286' . "
The following commissioners have il: assessed valuation of banks, which Jb
you wisn to speaK to the editor or give
teen issued by Die secretary of stale. is as follows:
any news, please phone "31."
ism.
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signed by the governor, to these perFOR A LIMITED TIME :
ilous, as notnii-- s iublie: .Io,5e (Jon-- I. 'on. K. K. Scott,
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District Attorney,
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per case,
riba county.
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Born To Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
ii:e assess-oof Chaves county which
a regular 2for 25c
Banquets are the standard No.
REQUISITION GRANTED.
a boy on Saturday, April 26th,
seller. Our price 10c per can.
Governor McDonald has granted a says that the banks all insist that the Both mother and son are doing well.
fixed upon them by the state
The value of cold Cream lies in its
requisition for extradition for Oliver valuation
Hart, who has been held bv Sheriff P.! boald of equalization is too high and purity and skillful compounding.
Try
J. Dugan, at Gallup, and will be taken tl,at the' illsist 0,1 making returns ZooU's Cold Cream for all toilet uses
4
4
to Illinois, by Officer Joseph H. Lipps, upon sworn statements of what they ai.d massage purposes.
of that state,
ilart is wanted in 1 li- had on March 1, 1913, and he asks if FOR RENT 5 room modern house
ne: Is for abandoning his child, who is he must fix the bank values at the close in with large lot. Phone 123 J.
Meeting There will be a regular
under one year of age. The gover- amount set by the state board, or must
nor in honoring Governor Dunne's he take the sworn statements ,as to of the Woman's Board of Trade at
In an- the library building on Monday after-inoorequisition to extradite Hart has fol- what they claim they have.
at 2:30 o'clock.
lowed out what will probably be his swer, I have referred him to you as
milk and cream for sale. Mornhis legal adviser, independent of the
Pure
Mcin
such
Governor
matters.
policy
Donald does not believe that it is in attorney general, but told him I would ing or evening delivery. C. L. Pollard
Phone 19 J.
the province of a governor in the usual write to you on this subject.
j
I cannot understand how any intcil- Sunday night's program at the Elks
run of cases to refuse to allow a man
v. anted In another state to be extraligent bank officer can take such a po- A Letter to Uncle Sam; The Deputy's
tilted. He does not propose to inter-- ' sition as the assessor describes. The Sweetheart, and The Wrong Bottle.
10 and 15 cents.
fere in such matters, which he be- law controlling this matter is to be Two shows,
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Senate
and
lieves belong to the courts in the found
NERY AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
state in which the accused is wanted Bill No. Ui which will, I believe, be
Library Will Close The library
The objection in the case of Hart were l" hapter S3 of the laws of 1913 when
of
based on the supposition that Hnrl printed, and I will enclose copies of building of the Woman's Board
was being persecuted, and the gover- those two section, from which you Trade will be closed all of next week
will see that the valuation as fixed by on account of repairs to be made to
nor believes that the courts of
can better determine as to that the state board cannot be changed by that edifice,
We do aluminum melting and cast
II
,hen he is tried, and that it is not a any officials throughout the state in iron
brazing and guarantee the same.
Before
of
the
matter for the governor of New Mex- pny particular.
passage
Store your car in a fire proof buildico to decide. His precedent will be this act the board had fixed the full
Rates reasonable. Transcontito grant a requisition for the extra- cash value of the bank properties and; ing.
nental Garage.
dition of men wanted in other states, after the act was passed, which reand
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Japanese, Chinese,
vnless some very extraordinary cir quired a meeting for the purpose of Swiss
embroidered robes, waists, linten
valuations
within
the
cumstance should
flays
warrant action fixing
and drapery at half the usual great flood disaster recently taken at
head. This does not refer to
alter the act should go into effect, the gerie
otherwise.
cost and direct from the Orient, at Dayton, Ohio. See the havoc of the the Swift
people, but it is said that
board held a meeting at which the full the W. H. Goebel
REALTY
CO. INCORPORATED.
Co., 421 College St.
of head
wind and fire, see the terrible there nre many thousands
water,
The Carlsbad Realty company has valuation which had been fixed in Feb- Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
obtained
cattlefor
American
that
are
filed articles of incorporation with the ruary was adopted as the true value The finest rooms in th
city, having suffering. Don't fail to see this fea- men which are gotten by cowboys and
corporation commission, the principal of the property and a valuation of one- - electric liaht. steam heat an.3 baths. ture. On account of only being able
delivered on this side, costing nothing
offices to be at Carlsbad, and R. D. third thereof was fixed in accordance The European Hotel,
centrally lo- to secure this film for one night and but the work of the cow punchers, and
Puller, agent. The company is capi- with the statute. These proceedings cated.
to
make
it
State Progressive Headquar
possible for everybody to
talized at $25,000 and the following were sent to all county commissioners, ters in the hotel.
see it there will be two shows, first the branding tolls, together with thd
are the incorporators and the amount county assessors and district attor- - The sale and reception with coffee at 7:45 and second will follow imme- duty.
of stock, at a par value of $1 per neys. The assessor is without power
Good riding pony for sale, cheap,
cake given tllis afternoon by the diately after first show. Same old
for cash and quick sale. D. C. New
share, that is subscribed: Francis G. to make any change in such valua .Tunior Auxiliary of tlie Church of the prices 10 and 15 cents.
mi st.t ma ma; rcjjo ,T.'rgv pTOflppw mn pLmatMaam-uMtf toaaC Lmnl Bxruflu w tant
mi HimflirJ
JijmM
D.
R.
Fuller Hons.
8racy, 2,500 shares;
The Swift people are branding some Mexican.
Holy Faith was participated in by
2,500, and John S. Crozier, 2,000.
Yours truly,
1500 .cows at the stock yards of the
A CARD
church
of
the
Spiscopal
many
people
Service counts!
when Union Lock is used, because it is built
REGARDING
BANK VALUATIONS.
FRANK V. CLANCY,
and their friends, and will net the aux- New Mexico Central, in this city. The
Tllis is to certify that all druggists
from the same design as u regular field fence.
Union Lock Poultry Fence gives the
anhas
General
Attorney
Clancy
Union Lock has Rtood the test of time
in bcrvicc.
Attorney General.
cattle will be taken to the San Luis are authorized to refund your money
iliary a neat sum.
and time proves nil things! In strength, closePoultry protection tnenns poultry profits,
ness of mesh (3 and 4 inches I, adjustability
THE BEST LINES OF LADIES valley for pasture. There are many f Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
onti the
the protection the more
and economy it mukeu a full return on the
AND
CHILDREN FOOTWEAR AT tnousands of head being shipped in fails to cure your cough or cold. John
certain ate the profits. Union Lock Poultry
investment.
a square mesb weave, provides a
CASUALTY CO.
from Old Mexico, now, and the reports Fiernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
We carry a complete stock of Union Lock
THE WHITE HOUSE.
MISS M. C. CONLON
lasting security.
Poultry Fence and we can save money for
The of shipments are noted in the El Paso Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
Estancia Valley Profitable
No boards are required at top or bottom
the buyer.
WILL GO TO THE
OPERATED UPON
bean industry in the Estancia valley is papers. According to some reports five years, and it always gives the best
PUEBLO. COLORADO growing, the New Mexico Central rail there are lots of cattle being obtained of satisfaction and always cure a
road having shipped over C02 tons from Chihuahua, the governor of that cough or cold." Refuse substitute.
from
the valley, which amounted to state alone having parted with Borne Capital Pharmacy.
At an adjourned meeting of the InMiss Mary C. Conlon, the well
terstate Casualty company, held at its known graduate nurse of this city who some forty carloads and were valued
offices in this city, yesterday evening, left for Pueblo, Colo., about three at $25,000.
at which all of the stockholders were weeks ago to be treated by Dr. Carl
How Is the title to that place you
present in person or by proxy, it was Lassen, specialist, for inflammation are buying? Better require an abresolved to amend the articles of in- of the frontal Binus, was yesterday stract from our office before you pay
corporation so as to change the office rperated upon at St. Mary's hospital out your money. Santa Fe Title Ab
and principal place of business from n, that city, and reports of her
stract Co., R. B. Lee, Secretary.. U. S.
Fe to Albuquerque.
dition indicate at this time that tha Bank and Trust Co., Bldg.
Jacob Korber, J. B, Herndon and O. operation has been entirely successful
Tonight at the Elks' theatre will be
N. Marron were elected members of and that a
permanent cure will be ef- given one of the best entertainments
the board of directors.
fected.
Her many friends in Santa en the road. The Williams' Jubilee
lite president and secretary were; Ke will be glad to learn this and will ringers are unsurpassed and every- required to take such steps as may be welcome her back to the Capital City. where receive the highest commenda-- j
Dr. Lassen called into consultation
necessary to complete the change from
tion. The seats are selling well and
this city to Albuquerque and to pro- with him quite a number of Pueblo everyone is anticipating one of the
cure offices and quarters before June physicians and stated that Miss Con- treats of the season.
W. Q. SARGENT,
Dead weight.. That's the difference
1, 1913.
Ion's case was a really remarkable
choice 50 feet residence lots in Don
between a light and a heavy car. It
The reason for the removal was one; he had intended operating over Diego Addition) $20o; $50 cash,
H. MENDENHALL,
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
weeks ago when the building in !ance $10 pe, month
stated to be to the interest of Albu
1913 taxe8 paid
A Tounspnrl
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
querque men who in two days sub- which his laboratory was located was nisr-with all his instru- scribed to $20,000 of the capital stock l'urned'
CHILDREN DRESSES AND ROM-c- f
from the extra expense. Buy a light
He waB compelled to wait PERS 0N SALE AT THE WHITE
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
the corporation and expect to make menU'
weight vanadium steel Ford.
the complete amount in not to exceed1 ror '"strumcnts, and in the interval HOUSE.
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
made a study q the case. He stated
The ninety-fourtanniversary of
thirty days. The stockholders and of-- .late
that
afternoon
yesterday
every the I. O. O. F. was celebrated by the
Every third car a Ford and every
ficers of the company, resident in this
papered. Many private baths and all the comindication
to a successful ter- lecal
Ford user a Ford "booster." New
lodge of Odd Fellows last evencity, were convinced of the wisdom of mination pointed
hotel. .
forts of a first-clas- s
of the trouble, and a coming. A supper was served and a
transferring the affairs of the com-- j plete cure.
prices runabout $325 touring car
folof speech making and song
puny to the larger city for the reasons;
5G00
delivery car $G25 town car
lowed. Judge McFie spoke and also
hereinbefore given and for the further
INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS"
JS00 with all equipment, f. o.b. DeMr. Russell,
F. J, Spaulding made a
reason that it was deemed a good tac- REFUSE TO WORK. hit with his
troit. Get particulars from
tical business step to establish headsongs, and the occasion
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 26.
was altogether an enjoyable one.
quarters at Albuquerque.
Efforts of city officials to break the
Bear in mind. When you have your
strike of the I. W. W. who yesterday doctor's prescription filled take it to
refused to work when sentenced t0 i'fcook's
A DUTCH LUNCH
Wood-Davi- s
Pharmacy and it will be filled
city rock pile for vagrancy, by with exacting care and promptness.
FOR MONDAV (NIGHT the
feeding the prisoners on bread and
Several of the morbid minded
I
I
I
water, have proved unavailing.
The throughout the state and some from
" It's Hardware We Have It.
Rose Bushes and Blooming Shrubs.
The Chamber of Commerce
have men steadfastly decline to perforin this section went to Socorro as
j) I SANTA
they
.
FE.
NEW MEXICO. J
arranged a social entertainment to be any form of manual labor.
would go to a state fair, to see the
8)
Dhnno
THE Tl ADCWnnW r.ADHPM
...
I llvllv til,
given at the Montezuma hotel on Mon
two poor wretches hung last ThursI11L WLilVLillUVl' UrtlllLM
8
at
MORGAN'S
.m
DEATH
p.
MAKES THIS
day
day. Most of them were unable to
A Dutch lunch and smoker will boj
MAN POWER IN WALL STREET. see
anything, the sheriff holding the
the medium used by which the citizens
execution in the early morning and
of Santa Fe will be given an opportu- ahead of reported time on purpose to
avoid the curiosity of those gathered
nity at this time to meet and confer'
with Messrs. G. D. Easton, S. F. Smitn
there to Bee the execution.
M. A. Graham, business men and
and
Bishop & Townsend have the only
m
residence lots in the city which can
capitalists of San Diego, Calif.
These gentlemen have been in Santa
be purchased on the monthly installFt for a few days past, looking over
ment plan.
cur varied opportunities and studying
THE LATEST IN WASH FABRICS
AND TRIMMINGS AT THE WHITE
conditions, and those interested in the
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
HOUSE.
and advancement of
development
Vote of Thanks The Santa Fe
Santa Fe should not miss this chance
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds lo bulk and packages
Woman's club extends a cordial vote ILFALFA SEED.
to show our goods, and do what they
of thanks to the Santa Fe New Mexcan to prove to those who may want to
ican for the courteous manner
in
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
invest, that we have all that we claim
which it has furnished the club wit'
to possess.
announcements
and reports of its
Here may be our opportunity.
meetings. As this was most helpful
Let us show Messrs. Easton, S. F"
Phone Black
to the club members and officers we
Phone Black
Smith and M. A. Graham that we have
we
feel
wish
New
Mexican
that
the
the right spirit and are ready to do our
to understand our appreciation. Sin- part.
cerly. Alice M. Green, secretary.
The piano used last evening by the
Rheumatism as a result of kidney
Schubert people was of sweet, clear
trouble, stiff and aching joints, back
tone and was selected especially for
ache and sore kidneys will all yield t(
them from the pianos of the local
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. The
merchant's contest, being loaned by
are tonif In action, quick in results,
John Pflueger. The local merchant's
hi iiirTTvirrrvM,si
curative always. W. S. Skelton, Stan
contest is proving the genuineness of
"I would not take
ley, Ind., aysits prizes, as evidenced by just such
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trou
Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 20th and 30th. Return
as the beautiful piano which
articles
WILLIAM
PIERSON
HAMILTON,
ble I received from one single box ot
HEADQUARTERS FOR
of the late J. Pierpont Mor- was used last night, and the contest
Limit, May 6th, 1913.
Foley Kidney Pills." Capital
the
deserves
of
all
those
a
in
and
patronage
now
who
becomes
gan,
power
HIGH-GRAD- E
financial circles by reason of his being who want good goods and who will
68th Annual Session Southern Baptist Convention
one of the executors of the dead finan- receive some substantial rewards in
cier's big estate. He Is a member of the contests.
MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.
When Zook's puts up your prescripJ. P. Morgan & Company and a di
Dates of Sale, May II, 12, 13, It.
Return Limit, May 27th, 1913.
rector in many Morgan corparations. tion you are sure of getting the best
results, both from the medicine obWhich Has a Most Complete
tained and from your doctor's skillIt
not
will
to
watte
Assortment
of
pay
you
16TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
youi
AND
time writing out your legal formt ful and scientific diagnosis.
CORRECT
OUR LADIES SUITS, COATS AND
STAMPED
MILLINERY,
IN.
NATIONAL RETAIL GROCERS' ASSOCIATION
when you can get them already printDRESSES MUST BE SEEN TO BE
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
APPRECIATED.
PRICES ALWAYS
Dates of Sale, May 17th, 18th. 19th. Return Limit,
paay.
May 25th, 1913.
THE LOWEST FOR
RELIABLE
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
WHITE
MERCHANDISE.
THE
wiM not pay you to wavta your
It
For further particulars call on or address,
HOUSE..
time writing out your, legal
font Great Flood
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
Disaster Manager
Are
when you can' get them already print- Stanton of the ElkB'
H.
.
SANTA FE, N. AL m
LUTZ,
has setheater,
OCCASIONALLY.
ed at the New Mexican Printing con cured for the
night of Tuesday April
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
cany.
29th, Lubins one reel subject of the
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